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Guidelines
An in-studio portrait consultation is recommended for all sessions
A sibling or parent may be added for an additional $FREE per person to the 
newborn or three month sessions
All sessions must be of the same child
Program expires when the child turns 15 months
Missed sessions can be made uMissed sessions can be made up, but know this can affect the look of the storyboard
No refunds or discounts are offered for missed sessions
Orders must be placed the day of viewing session
While Halford’s Photography makes every effort to protect files, we cannot 
guarantee the availability of images that are not ordered from after 90 days

The Baby Collection includes:
•  Five one-hour portrait sessions at Birth,
    3 months, 6 months, 9 months and 1 year
•  Storyboard with one art portrait from  
    each session
•  10% off all birth announcements
•   •   You are welcome to order prints from  
     any of your sessions
  

Baby Collection $300 ( A $560 value)
Includes 10x20 storyboard with an image from each 
session.



Welcoming a new baby into the family is an exciting and emotional 
time. A baby’s first year is full of rapid changes that mark the 
milestones in her/his growth. We created The Baby Collection to 
capture these moments in time and provide heirloom treasures that 
will be a joy to view for many years to come.
FFrom the first time she lifts her head or sits up alone to those first 
real steps, we have designed the perfect collection of sessions and 
images that will capture those remarkable moments. 

Because we know that our clients become our lifelong friends, we have 
created the entire package at a special price to introduce you to our work 
and the passion we have for our art. We hope that as we enjoy this first 
year together, you will consider us for all of your family’s milestones.

What does my Baby membership pay for?
The Baby Collection includes a newborn, three-month, six-month, 
nine-month and one-year session. The one-year session includes a 
cake smash at no extra charge, we provide the cake. You will receive 
a 10x20 storyboard with one image from each session including the 
cake smash.



If you're a parent, then you know that babies change so much during 
their first year. Each phase of development is an opportunity to capture 
enduring memories and important milestones. Experience the joy of 
knowing you are capturing those unique and fleeting moments. Each 
Bébé Collection series includes the three sessions listed below. 

What a joyous time to capture the essence of your new little one. Tiny 
fingers, toes, and all of the details that will be treasures for years to come. 
Your baby will be bare or in a diaper cover. This is also a great time to 
create wonderful relationship portraits with Mom and Dad as well.

At six months your baby should be sitting up independently. These 
moments are full of giggles and smiles. Clothing should be kept 
simple. Diaper covers, bloomers, overalls and tiny tulle skirts are 
perfect for your baby’s session.

The best time to capture this session is when your baby is standing 
alone or taking a few steps. Now the fun really begins! Clothing can 
be simple or your baby can be all dressed up. Bring a few outfits, and 
we can choose the ones that will work best for your series. Don’t 
forget to ask about our BIRTHDAY CLUB series.



The first year is a great time to share the fun with siblings or to create 
your new family portrait.  Each new life adds a new dimension to the 
family tree. A portrait will reflect these changes and will be a treasure to 
view.

Family session add-on fee: $FREE.
Please let us knPlease let us know prior to your arrival that you will be adding this 
option to your newborn or 3 months session.


